Monitoring foveal sparing in geographic atrophy with fluorescence lifetime imaging ophthalmoscopy - a novel approach.
To investigate fundus autofluorescence (FAF) lifetimes in geographic atrophy (GA) with a focus on macular pigment (MP) and foveal sparing. The study included 35 eyes from 28 patients (mean age 79.2 ± 8.0 years) with GA. A 30° retinal field, centred at the macula, was investigated using fluorescence lifetime imaging ophthalmoscopy (FLIO). The FLIO technology is based on a Heidelberg Engineering Spectralis system. Decays of FAF were detected in a short (498-560 nm, SSC) and long (560-720 nm, LSC) spectral channel. The mean fluorescence lifetime, τm , was calculated from a three-exponential approximation of the FAF decays. Macular optical coherence tomography (OCT) scans as well as fundus photography were recorded. Review of FLIO data reveals specific patterns of significantly prolonged τm in regions of GA (SSC 616 ± 343 ps, LSC 615 ± 154 ps) as compared to non-atrophic regions. Large τm differences between the fovea and atrophic areas correlate with better visual acuity (VA). Shorter τm at the fovea than within other non-atrophic regions indicates sparing, which was identified in 16 eyes. Seventy per cent of patients treated with lutein supplementation showed foveal sparing, whereas the rate among non-supplemented patients was 22%. Using FLIO, we present a novel way to detect foveal sparing, investigate MP, and analyse variability of τm in different foveal regions (including the prognostic valuable border region) in GA. These findings support the potential utility of FLIO in monitoring disease progression. The findings also highlight the possibly protective effect of lutein supplementation, with implication in recording the presence and distributional pattern of MP.